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Abstract We consider an optimization problem for deterministic flow shop systems
processing identical jobs. The service times are initially controllable; they can only
be set before processing the first job, and cannot be altered between processes. We
derive some waiting and completion time characteristics for fixed service time flow
shop systems, independent of the cost formulation. Exploiting these characteristics,
an equivalent convex optimization problem, which is non-differentiable, is derived
along with its subgradient descent solution algorithm. This algorithm not only
eliminates the need for convex programming solvers but also allows for the solution
of larger systems due to its smaller memory requirements. Significant improvements
in solution times are also observed in the numerical examples.
Keywords Convex optimization · Subgradient descent algorithm ·
Initially controllable service times · Flow shop
1 Introduction
We consider deterministic serial manufacturing systems processing identical jobs
with given arrival times. The queues of the machines are unlimited in size and operate
under the first-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline. The machines are manually control-
lable as opposed to CNC (Computer Numerical Control) machines considered in
Gokbayrak and Selvi (2007). During mass production, it may not be feasible to alter
the service times of these machines because the setup times are idle times and the
manual modifications are prone to errors. Therefore, we assume that the service
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times at machines are initially controllable; they are set before the arrival of the first
job and cannot be altered afterwards.
The objective of this study is to minimize a cost function composed of service
costs on machines, which are dependent on service times, and regular completion
time costs for jobs, which for a special case account for inventory holding costs.
Motivated by the extended Taylor’s tool-wear equation in Kalpakjian and Schmid
(2006), we assume that a smaller service time incurs a higher cost because a faster
service increases wear and tear on the tools due to increased temperatures and may
need extra supervision. A slower service, on the other hand, builds up inventory and
postpones the completion times increasing the completion time costs. This trade-
off in setting the service times makes the problem nontrivial. The job sequencing
problem, which is known to be NP-hard even for fixed service times (see in Pinedo
(2002)), is not considered and the objective of this study is limited to determining the
cost minimizing service times to be used in the flow shop.
The idea of treating scheduling problems for deterministic machines as optimal
control problems of discrete event dynamic systems first appeared in Gazarik
and Wardi (1998) where job release times to a single machine were controlled
to minimize the discrepancy between completion times and due dates. Following
this work, service time control problems, where the service times can be adjusted
between processes, were considered: Pepyne and Cassandras (1998) formulated an
optimal control problem for a single machine system with the objective of completing
jobs as fast as possible with the least amount of control effort. In Pepyne and
Cassandras (2000), they extended their results to jobs with completion due dates
penalizing both earliness and tardiness. The uniqueness of the optimal solution for
the single stage control problem was shown in Cassandras et al. (2001). Exploiting
the structural properties of the optimal sample path for the single machine problem,
Wardi et al. (2001) and Cho et al. (2001) developed backward-in-time and forward-
in-time solution algorithms, respectively. The forward-in-time algorithm was later
improved by Zhang and Cassandras (2002). In a related work, Moon and Wardi
(2005) considered a single machine problem where the completed jobs wait in a
finite size output buffer until their due dates. They presented an efficient solution
algorithm for this system with blocking.
Two machine problems with identical jobs were solved in Cassandras et al.
(1999) using a Bezier approximation method. Gokbayrak and Cassandras (2000)
and Gokbayrak and Selvi (2006) identified optimal sample path characteristics for
two machine problems. Finally, Gokbayrak and Selvi (2007) considered multima-
chine flow shop systems with regular costs on completion times and decreasing
costs on service times. The resulting optimization problem was non-convex and non-
differentiable. It was shown that, on the optimal sample path, jobs do not wait
between machines, a property which allowed for simple convex programming for-
mulations. Under strict convexity assumptions, a forward-in-time solution algorithm
was developed.
On a different line of work, we replaced the CNC machines in the flow shop by
traditional non-CNC machines: Gokbayrak and Selvi (2008) considered the system in
Gokbayrak and Selvi (2007) with the additional constraint that the service times are
initially controllable. Even though this seemed to be a simple modification, since the
no-waiting property does not hold in the flow shop systems with fixed service times,
the analysis was changed completely. We derived some waiting and completion
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time characteristics in these systems, independent of the optimization problem, and
exploited them to derive a simpler equivalent convex optimization problem. Even
though the resulting problem formulation enables solutions for large systems, it still
needs the use of a solver which may not be available at some of the manufacturing
companies. The need for a lower cost optimization tool motivated us for the work
presented in this paper. We continue along the same lines to obtain additional
waiting and completion time characteristics, and derive another equivalent convex
optimization problem, which is non-differentiable. A subgradient descent algorithm
is also developed for solving this optimization problem. This algorithm eliminates
the need for a solver and has considerably low memory requirements, therefore, it
allows to solve optimization problems of even larger systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we formulate a non-
convex and non-differentiable optimization problem. In this section, we also present
the equivalent convex optimization formulation obtained in Gokbayrak and Selvi
(2008). Section 3 presents some waiting and completion time characteristics in fixed
service time flow shop systems, independent of the objective function. Exploit-
ing these characteristics, an equivalent convex optimization problem is derived in
Section 4 along with a subgradient descent algorithm with projections. Section 5
presents numerical examples to illustrate the performance of the solution algorithm
and to verify the waiting and completion time characteristics derived earlier. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Problem formulation
We consider a sequence of N identical jobs, denoted by {Ci}Ni=1, arriving at an M-
machine flow shop system at known times 0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ ... ≤ aN . Machines process
one job at a time on a FIFO non-preemptive basis (i.e. a job in service can not be
interrupted until its service completion). The buffers in front of the machines are
assumed to be of infinite sizes.
We define a temporal state xi, j that keeps the departure time information of job
Ci from machine j. The relationships between the temporal states are given by the
following max-plus equations (see in Cassandras and Lafortune (1999))
xi, j = max(xi, j−1, xi−1, j) + s j (1)
xi,0 = ai , x0, j = −∞ (2)
for i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., M, where the service time at machine j ∈ {1, ..., M} is
denoted by s j. Note that, unlike the system considered in Gokbayrak and Selvi (2007)
where the service times could differ from one job to another, the same service time
s j is applied to all jobs at machine j.
The discrete-event optimal control problem, denoted by P, is the determination
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subject to Eqs. 1 and 2 for i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., M. In this formulation, θ j denotes
the total process cost over all jobs at machine j, and φi denotes the completion time
cost for job Ci. The minimum service time required at machine j, a physical constraint
dictated by the machine or the process dynamics, is denoted by S j.
The following assumptions are necessary to make the problem somewhat more
tractable while preserving the originality of the problem.
Assumption 1 θ j(·), for j = 1, ..., M, is continuously differentiable, monotonically
decreasing and convex.
Assumption 2 φi(·), for i = 1, ..., N, is continuously differentiable, monotonically
increasing and convex.
These assumptions indicate that longer services will decrease the service costs
while increasing the departure times, hence the completion time costs.
Due to the max function in Eq. 1, P is non-convex. Exploiting some temporal state
characteristics and linearizing the max functions in the constraints, the following




























xi,M ≥ xi−1,M + s j (7)
s j ≥ S j (8)
for all i = 2, ..., N and j = 1, ..., M. This formulation enabled us to solve optimiza-
tion problems of large systems utilizing commercial convex programming problem
solvers. The motivation for the study in this paper, however, is to be able to solve
such problems without the commercial solvers.
In the next section, we present temporal state characteristics of the flow shop
systems with fixed service times. Exploiting these characteristics, in Section 4, we
derive another equivalent convex optimization problem with fewer decision variables
and no constraints (except for the physical constraints on the service times.)
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3 Temporal state characteristics of the system
In our flow shop system, each machine j performs some service of duration s j. Based
on these service times, we define the following:
Definition 1 Machine u is a local bottleneck if its service time exceeds the service
times of all upstream machines, i.e., su > max j=0,...,u−1 s j where s0 is defined to
be zero.
Since the first machine is a local bottleneck, there is at least one local bottleneck
in every flow shop system.
Definition 2 Machines {u, ..., v} form a flushing portion if
1) Machine u is a local bottleneck, i.e., su > max j=0,...,u−1 s j
2) There are no local bottlenecks in machines {u + 1, ..., v}, i.e., su ≥ max j=u+1,...,v s j
3) If v < M, then machine (v + 1) is a local bottleneck, i.e., su < sv+1.
Every local bottleneck starts a flushing portion, and the last flushing portion is
ended by machine M.
We borrow the following two lemmas from Gokbayrak and Selvi (2008) to
establish the waiting characteristics at machines.
The first lemma establishes that jobs may wait at only the local bottlenecks.
Lemma 1 In a flushing portion, no-waiting is observed after its local bottleneck
machine.
The second lemma suggests that, given the waiting status of a job at a local
bottleneck machine, we may deduce its waiting status at a downstream or an
upstream local bottleneck machine.
Lemma 2 If job Ci waits for service at some local bottleneck, then it will wait for
service at all downstream local bottlenecks.
As it turns out, waiting is observed only at the local bottleneck machines. Given
the arrival times of the jobs and the service time of some local bottleneck machine
u, we can determine which jobs wait at this machine. Let us define the average
interarrival time between jobs Ck and Cl , where k > l as
σ lk =
ak − al
k − l (9)
The minimum of the average interarrival times for job Ck is, then, defined as
σk =
{ ∞ k = 1
min
l=1,...,k−1
σ lk k > 1
(10)
The following lemma allows us to determine whether a job waits or not at some local
bottleneck machine u.
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Lemma 3 A job Ck waits for service at the local bottleneck machine u if and only
if σk < su.
Proof (Necessity) Let us assume that Ck does not wait at the local bottleneck
machine u. According to Lemmas 1 and 2, no waiting is observed by the job at the
upstream machines, therefore we have




For previous jobs {Ci}k−1i=1 , we can write




Hence, from Eqs. 11 and 12, we get
xk,u − xi,u ≤ ak − ai (13)
for i = 1, ..., k − 1. Since the departure times (from machine u) of two consecutive
jobs are at least su apart, we can write
xk,u − xi,u ≥ (k − i)su (14)
for i = 1, ..., k − 1. From Eqs. 9, 13, and 14, we have
σ ik ≥ su
for all i = 1, ..., k − 1, resulting in, from Eq. 10,
σk ≥ su
(Sufficiency) Let us assume that job Ck waits at machine u. Then, we have




Let Ci be the last job in {C1, ..., Ck−1} that does not wait at machine u (since job C1
does not wait at any machine, existence of such a job is guaranteed.) Then, according
to Lemmas 1 and 2, Ci does not wait at any upstream machines, so we can write




s j + (k − i)su (16)
From Eqs. 9, 15, and 16, we get
σ ik < su
resulting in, from Eq. 10,
σk < su

We describe the waiting characteristics of jobs at local bottleneck machines by
block structures.
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Definition 3 A contiguous set of jobs {Ci}ni=k is said to form a block at a local
bottleneck machine u if
1) Jobs Ck and Cn+1 (if exists) do not wait at machine u, i.e., xk−1,u ≤ xk,u−1 and
xn,u ≤ xn+1,u−1 for n < N.
2) Jobs {Ci}ni=k+1 wait at machine u, i.e., xi−1,u > xi,u−1 for i = k + 1, ..., n.
Each block starts with a non-waiting job k and continues with waiting jobs
{Ci}ni=k+1with departure times
xi,u = xk,u + (i − k)su (17)
Definition 4 A partition of jobs into blocks is called a block structure.
For any given service time su, by modifying the arrival times, we can generate
2N different block structures at a local bottleneck machine u . If the arrival times are
given, however, by modifying the service time su, we can generate at most N different
block structures. The next lemma establishes this upper bound on the number of
different block structures at a local bottleneck machine.
Lemma 4 There are at most N different block structures at any local bottleneck
machine u.
Proof From Lemma 3, a job Ci starts a block at a local bottleneck machine u iff
σi ≥ su. Reindexing σi’s as
σ(1) ≤ σ(2) ≤ ... ≤ σ(N)
each interval (σ(k−1), σ(k)], where σ(0) = 0, defines a block structure: If su ∈
(σ(k−1), σ(k)], then all jobs in the set {Ci : σi ≥ σ(k)} start blocks at machine u while
others do not. Since there are at most N such intervals, there are at most N different
block structures. 
According to Lemma 3, one could evaluate σk values for all jobs Ck and compare
them to the service time of the local bottleneck machine to determine the block
structure. The following lemma, however, presents a computationally simpler way
to determine the block structure, which is implemented in the subgradient descent
algorithm in the next section.
Lemma 5 If jobs {Ci}ni=k form a block at machine u, then,
σ ki < su
is satisfied for all i = k + 1, ..., n.
Proof (By Induction) Since Ck starts the block, we know by definition that it does




k − l ≥ su (18)
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In order to show the basis step by a contradiction, we assume that
σ kk+1 = ak+1 − ak ≥ su (19)
From Eqs. 18 and 19, we get for all l < k
σ lk+1 =
ak+1 − al
k + 1 − l
= (ak+1 − ak) + (ak − al)
k + 1 − l
≥ su + (k − l)su
k + 1 − l = su
resulting in σk+1 ≥ su, which contradicts, from Lemma 3, that job Ck+1waits.
In order to show the induction step again by contradiction, we assume that
σ ki < su (20)
for i = k + 1, ..., t − 1, where t ≤ n and
σ kt ≥ su (21)
From Eqs. 18 and 21, we have
σ lt =
at − al
t − l =
(at − ak) + (ak − al)
t − l
≥ (t − k)su + (k − l)su
t − l = su
for all l = 1, ..., k − 1. Moreover, from Eqs. 20 and 21, we have
σ it =
at − ai
t − i =
(at − ak) − (ai − ak)
t − i
≥ (t − k)su − (i − k)su
t − i = su
for all i = k + 1, ..., t − 1. Hence, from Eq. 10, σt ≥ su , which contradicts, from
Lemma 3, that job Ct waits. 
Starting with the first job C1, which starts the first block, this lemma can be
iteratively applied to determine the block structure at any local bottleneck. For this
task, all we need are the arrival times of the jobs and the service time of the local
bottleneck.
Next, we define the most downstream local bottleneck of the system as the global
bottleneck, and derive the completion times of jobs based on the block structure at
the global bottleneck machine.
Definition 5 The local bottleneck machine u with the highest service time su =
max j=1,...,M s j is the global bottleneck.
There can be no local bottleneck machines downstream to a global bottleneck, i.e.,
no waiting is observed after the global bottleneck machine. Hence, the completion
times can be determined as presented in the next lemma.
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Lemma 6 Let jobs {Ci}ni=k form a block at the global bottleneck machine m. Then, the
completion times of these jobs are given as




for i = k, ..., n.
Proof Machines {m, ..., M} form the last flushing portion of the system. By Lemma 1,
jobs do not wait after the global bottleneck machine m, hence the completion times
of the jobs {Ci}ni=k can be written as




for i = k, ..., n. By Lemma 2, since Ck does not wait at the global bottleneck machine
m, it observes no waiting at the upstream machines. Hence,




For jobs {Ci}ni=k+1 that wait at the global bottleneck machine m, we have
xi,m = xk,m + (i − k)sm (25)
Hence, from Eqs. 23, 24, and 25, the completion times of the jobs {Ci}ni=k are given as





Next, we exploit the characteristics obtained in this section to derive a minmax
problem and present a subgradient descent algorithm with projections as its solution
methodology.
4 Optimization of service times

















akb (s) + stotal +
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where, given the service times s, smax = max j=1,...,M s j is the service time of the global
bottleneck machine, stotal = ∑Mj=1 s j is the total service time, B(s) is the number of
blocks at the global bottleneck machine, kb (s) and nb (s) are the indices of the first
and the last jobs of the b th block, respectively.



















be a cost function, where Bl is the number of blocks, kbl and n
b
l are the indices of the
first and the last jobs, respectively, of the b th block at some global bottleneck whose
service time falls in the interval (σ(l−1), σ(l)]. Note that, by Assumptions 1 and 2, Jl
is continuous and convex in the service times. From Lemma 4, there are at most N
different block structures at the global bottleneck, hence we have at most N different
cost functions of this form.
If smax falls in the interval (σ(l−1), σ(l)], then we have J(s) = Jl(s). In other words,
the formulation of J(s) differs from interval to interval. The next lemma shows
that J(s) can be written as the maximum of all these functions, yielding a minmax
optimization problem.
Lemma 7 The cost function Jl(s) exceeds all other cost functions, i.e., Jl(s) =
maxt∈{1,...,N} Jt(s), when smax ∈ (σ(l−1), σ(l)].
Proof Let us take an arbitrary job Ci, where i ∈ {1, ..., N}, and let job Ckl start
the block at the global bottleneck machine that job Ci resides in when the global
bottleneck machine’s service time falls in the interval (σ(l−1), σ(l)], i.e., when smax ∈
(σ(l−1), σ(l)]. The completion time in this case is given by Lemma 6 as
xli,M = akl + stotal + (i − kl)smax (28)
Let us also take an arbitrary block structure corresponding to some interval
(σ(t−1), σ(t)], and let Ckt start the block at the global bottleneck machine that job Ci
resides in. Similarly from Lemma 6, the completion time for this block structure is
given as
xti,M = akt + stotal + (i − kt)smax (29)
Now, assume that smax ∈ (σ(l−1), σ(l)]. We would like to compare Jl(s) and Jt(s) under
this assumption.
From Eqs. 28 and 29, the completion times satisfy
xli,M − xti,M =
(
akl − akt
) + (kt − kl)smax (30)
There are three cases to consider:
Case 1: For t = l, from Eq. 30, we have xli,M = xti,M.
Case 2: For t < l, i.e., for σ(t) < σ(l), by Lemma 3, kt ≥ kl because decreasing the
service time of the global bottleneck has the effect of separating blocks
into smaller blocks. If kt = kl , then from Eq. 30, xli,M = xti,M. If, on the other
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< smax by Lemma 5. Therefore, we have, from Eqs. 9 and 30, that








= (kt − kl)
[
smax − σ klkt
]
≥ 0
Case 3: For t > l, i.e., for σ(t) > σ(l), by Lemma 3, kt ≤ kl because increasing the
service time of the global bottleneck has the effect of combining blocks
into larger blocks. If kt = kl , then from Eq. 30, xli,M = xti,M. If, on the other
hand, kt < kl , then since σkl > smax by Lemma 3, we have, from Eqs. 9, 10,
and 30, that



















Hence, from all three cases, xli,M ≥ xti,M, when smax ∈ (σ(l−1), σ(l)]. By As-
sumption 2, φi is monotonically increasing, therefore, from Eq. 22 and 27,










Since t ≤ N is arbitrary, the result follows. 










where Jl is the convex and continuous cost function corresponding to the interval
(σ(l−1), σ(l)]. Being the maximum of convex and continuous functions, JR is a convex
and continuous function of the service times.
4.1 Subgradient descent algorithm with projections
According to Lemma 7, when the global bottleneck machine’s service time smax falls
in an interval (σ(l−1), σ(l)] for some l ≤ N, the cost is JR = Jl(s). Therefore, for this





































1 + i − kbl
)]
σ(l) > s j > maxi 	= j si
(32)
for j = 1, ..., M. Note that when s j = σ(l), i.e., when the block structure at the global
bottleneck machine is about to change, or when s j = maxi 	= j si, i.e., when there are
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other machines with the maximum service time, non-differentiability is observed.









































σ(l) =s j > maxi 	= j si
(33)
for j = 1, ..., M.
Since JR is continuous and convex, yet not everywhere differentiable, we define






for all j = 1, ..., M. The subgradient directions drive the following descent algorithm
with projections, which runs until the stopping condition determined by an ε termi-
nation tolerance and a d distance metric is satisfied:
Algorithm:
Step 0. Start with an arbitrary initial solution s0 = (s01, ..., s0M)
Repeat for k = 1, 2, ...
Step 1. Determine the global bottleneck machine m = min{v : sk−1v =
max j=1,...,M sk−1j }
Step 2. Determine the block structure at the global bottleneck machine m employ-
ing Lemma 5
Step 3. Determine ξk−1j for all j = 1, ..., M
Step 4. Update solution
sk =  [sk−1 − ηkξk−1
]
(34)
Until d(sk, sk−1) < ε







and  denotes the projection mapping onto the feasible solutions set {(s1, ..., sM) :
s1 ≥ S1, ..., sM ≥ SM}. Subgradient descent algorithms with projections are known to
converge to the optimal solution (see, e.g. in Bertsekas (1995)). The computational
complexity per iteration is given as O(max(M, N)), i.e., the computational complex-
ity per iteration is linear in both M and N.
5 Numerical examples
Example 1 We consider the example in Gokbayrak and Selvi (2008), where ten jobs
are to be processed in a flow shop of four machines. The total service cost θ j(s j) at
machine j is given as
θ j(s j) = β js j (35)
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for some constant β j, where β = [100, 50, 200, 100], while the completion time cost
for job Ci is given as
φi(xi,M) = 10(xi,M − ai)2 (36)
where the arrival times of the jobs are a = [0.0, 2.3, 2.4, 4.9, 5.0, 5.5, 9.0, 9.5, 11.0,
13.0]. Note that these costs satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2.
The service times are initially set to their lower bounds s0j = S j for all j = 1, ..., 4,
where S = [0.20, 0.20, 0.30, 0.35]. The termination tolerance ε is given to be 10−8 and













The optimization problem R is solved to yield the optimal service times s∗ =
[0.4942, 0.3495, 0.5593, 0.4942]. (The service times in the first 20 iterations are shown
in Fig. 1.)
The first machine is a local bottleneck as in all flow shop systems. Operating with
the optimal service times s∗, the third machine turns out to be the global bottleneck,
and there are no other local bottlenecks. Therefore, the system can be divided into
two flushing portions: one is formed of the first and the second machines, and the
other one is formed of the third and the fourth machines. From Lemma 1, we
expect to see no waiting in front of the second and the fourth machines. Given
the arrival times, the minimums of the average interarrival times are evaluated
as σ = [∞, 2.3, 0.1, 1.3, 0.1, 0.3, 1.34, 0.5, 1, 1.3̄]. From Lemma 3, we expect jobs
{C3, C5, C6} to wait in front of the first machine, because σ3 = σ5 ≤ σ6 < s∗1. They
are also expected to wait in front of the third machine, the downstream local (and




















Fig. 1 Evolutions of service times
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Table 1 Optimal departure times
Departure Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4 Job 5 Job 6 Job 7 Job 8 Job 9 Job 10
times
Arrival 0.0000 2.3000 2.4000 4.9000 5.0000 5.5000 9.0000 9.5000 11.0000 13.0000
Machine 1 0.4942 2.7942 3.2885 5.3942 5.8885 6.3827 9.4942 9.9942 11.4942 13.4942
Machine 2 0.8437 3.1437 3.6380 5.7437 6.2380 6.7322 9.8437 10.8437 11.8437 13.8437
Machine 3 1.4030 3.7030 4.2623 6.3030 6.8623 7.4216 10.4030 10.9623 12.4030 14.4030
Machine 4 1.8972 4.1972 4.7565 6.7972 7.3565 7.9158 10.8972 11.4565 12.8972 14.8972
global) bottleneck, as stated in Lemma 2. Since s∗1 ≤ σ8 < s∗3, job C8 is expected to
wait only in front of the global bottleneck.
The optimal departure times resulting from operating with optimal service times
s∗ are given in Table 1, where a dark background denotes waiting after departure. It
can be verified that the expected waiting characteristics are realized.
In Fig. 1, we observe oscillations during the initial iterations, and afterwards the
algorithm enters the “convergence mode”. This is very typical behavior for steepest
descent methods with decreasing step sizes. Selecting a very small initial step size
may eliminate oscillations, however, this selection may also end up with slower
convergence. Another factor that affects the performance of the algorithm is the
termination tolerance ε. Selecting a large ε value may result with a “premature
termination”, i.e., the algorithm may stop far from the optimal. In short, the selection
of ε and ηk affects the performance. In the following example, we fix the selection
over several problems and observe the results.
Example 2 In this example, we compare the performance of the subgradient de-
scent algorithm solving R against cvx, a modeling system for convex programming
developed in Stanford University (see in Grant and Boyd 2007), solving Q under
different M and N settings. The computation environment is Matlab running on a
dual core 2.0 GHz PC with 2 GB memory. The comparisons are based on averages
over ten optimization problems (obtained by varying arrival sequences a and the cost
parameter vector β) for each M and N combination. The distance measure in Eq. 37
is employed with an ε value of 10−5, and the step sizes are given by ηk = 10−5k .
For all M and N combinations, the subgradient descent algorithm solving R
produced the same solutions (according to our precision determined by the ε value)
as the cvx solver solving Q. Moreover, our subgradient descent algorithm not only
improved the solution times but also increased the solvable system sizes as can be
observed in Table 2. Note that a dash sign indicates an “out of memory” crash.
Table 2 Average CPU times in seconds
N M = 20 M = 40 M = 60
Q R Q R Q R
500 8.06 0.76 11.68 1.13 61.09 1.74
1,000 26.54 1.73 48.33 2.98 355.05 4.38
1,500 51.37 3.28 99.50 5.46 2,251.50 8.17
2,000 82.51 5.40 169.32 9.07 – 12.90
2,500 130.39 7.79 – 12.64 – 18.47
3,000 – 10.80 – 17.81 – 25.68
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6 Conclusion
This paper considered manufacturing flow shops formed of traditional non-CNC
machines processing identical jobs. Unlike computer controlled machines that can
modify service without a setup, traditional machines require a human operator to
turn several knobs for service time modifications. The mode of operation during
mass production is to set the service times initially to a good value so as not to
have the production line stop for frequent setups. This mode also eliminates human
errors. The resulting system is modeled as an initially controllable deterministic flow
shop system, for which we reported a convex optimization problem formulation Q in
Gokbayrak and Selvi (2008). Since that formulation required a convex programming
problem solver, which may not be available in smaller manufacturing companies,
and needed several GB’s of memory for large problems, we proposed an alternative
formulation and a subgradient descent solution method employing subgradients for
directions. For this formulation, some waiting and completion time characteristics of
fixed service time flow shop systems were derived and exploited. As demonstrated
by the numerical examples, substantial improvements in solution times and solvable
system sizes were observed.
For the same flow shop systems, one may lower the cost by infrequent setups,
which both incur costs and consume time. The problem with setups is the topic of
ongoing research.
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